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The middleweight cruiser that has reached new heights in performance, styling and value ever
since its debut â€” and in the process, redefined what middleweight cruising is all about.
Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Front suspension
:. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top
providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most
countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. List related bikes for
comparison of specs. Buying a bike starts at Bikez Get a list of related motorbikes before you
buy this Yamaha. Inspect technical data. Look at photos. Read the riders' comments at the
bike's discussion group. And check out the bike's reliability, repair costs, etc. You can also sign
up for e-mail notification when such bikes are advertised in the future. And advertise your old
MC for sale. Our efficient ads are free. You are also welcome to read and submit motorcycle
reviews. Rating sample for this Yamaha bike. Engine performance for the Yamaha V Star Classic
You can also compare bikes. Star Motorcycles was a U. In Yamaha announced the creation of
Star Motorcycles, a new standalone brand name for its cruiser series of motorcycles in the
American market. Although a separate brand, Star motorcycles will continue to be sold at
Yamaha dealerships. In other markets the same bikes will still be sold as Yamahas. In The brand
was expanded to being its own company, although Yamaha still handles production and
distribution. The motorcycles are designed in the United States. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article is about the U. For the Italian automobile manufacturer S. For other
uses, see Star disambiguation. This article includes a list of references , related reading or
external links , but its sources remain unclear because it lacks inline citations. Please help to
improve this article by introducing more precise citations. June Learn how and when to remove
this template message. Yamaha motorcycles. Category Commons. Yamaha motorcycle timeline,
sâ€”present. Yamaha Corporation. List of products Motorcycles Musical instruments Vehicles.
Contemode Star Motorcycles. Torakusu Yamaha Chris Gero. Hidden categories: Articles lacking
in-text citations from June All articles lacking in-text citations. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. XS Special XJ Diversion. YX Radian. TDM MT Tracer. BT
Bulldog. V Star XT E. XT R. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This
bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance
options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the
exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change
without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy
policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Retro style combined
with modern engineering, including an OHC air-cooled V-twin and shaft drive. Rider floorboards,
steel fenders, custom-looking clear turn signals, lots of chrome, etc. Rigid-look frame provides
a great ride via a hidden rear shock with 3. Compare with any other motorbike. Displacement :.
Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Front suspension :. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :. Compare
US insurance quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from
the nation's top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle
webshops at Bikez. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Discussions for every bike Bikez
has discussion forums for every bike. View comments, questions and answers at the Yamaha V
Star Classic discussion group. You can sign up for e-mail notifications when other riders
answer you. If you have extensive experience with the MC, please send us a review. If you
consider buying this bike, you should view the list of related motorbikes Look at photos.
Compare technical specs. And check out the rating of the bike's engine performance, reliability,
repair costs, etc. You can compare the rating with other bikes. Rating sample for this Yamaha
bike. Fun-factor for the Yamaha V Star Classic: You can also compare bikes. Subscribe to
receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. Only kms. One owner. Bike was bought
new in fall of Very clean. Detachable windshield included. Ask about our layaway program.
Don't be surprised if Great bike hard saddle bags and batwing fairing usb charger and water
proof handle bar case Low k bike great on insurance and easy to ride for any level of rider.
Bought it from a friend back in October because he was moving and stored it right away. Needs
a safety inspection and oil change. Roughly km on it, this bike was purchased off a showroom.
Road trip ready. With a dressed-out V-Star Silverado, youll know how theres nothing more
satisfying than the relaxed beat of a V-twin out on the highway. Except maybe the knowledge

that you didnt have to spend a fortune to get there. To create The long, low styling, the
authentic 40 cubic-inch V-twin, the painstaking attention to detail will just plain knock you out.
Take one for a nice long ride, and youll see why. Big on value and good looks, the V-Star
Classic punches way above its weight. Its a champion by Comes with saddle bags on both
sides, and has a V2 four-stroke engine. This cruiser has cc's and only 47,km so it has plenty of
road left to travel. Only 29, kms. Good condition, has a little road rash from a slow speed drop.
Runs excellent. Shaft Drive, V-Twin motor. Slightly used motorcycle. Been in one accident. Has
an aftermarket sissy bar attached otherwise bike is mostly original. Bike has been repaired and
is certified upon request. Single Owner, purchased new. No accidents or issues. Properly
Maintained. A little dirty, as I live on a gravel road, so it needs a bath : Minor crack on rear
fender shown in pictures. Imported from the US, low km bike ! Low bike easy to ride Has cobra
exhaust so sounds great. Leather saddlebag and windscreen. Bike never dropped. No trades.
Venez nous voir! Reach millions of motorcycle shoppers locally and nationally, for free. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the
average making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that
this vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar
vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average
making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties
making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details. Refine results Condition Any
Condition New. Live Chat 2. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 0. Online Reservation 1. Buy
Online 0. Delivery 0. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price.
Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be
greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Must be
greater than Min Engine Size. Must be greater than Min Kilometres. With Photos. With Price.
NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your
email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from
Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter
Results Click here to try again. Priority Listings. Mileage 1, km. Mileage 10, km. All Listings.
Mileage 4, km. Mileage 6, km. Mileage 47, km. Contactless Services New. Mileage 29, km.
Mileage 12, km. Mileage 5, km. Mileage 19, km. List your motorcycle here! List your motorcycle
for free. Explore Years Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in
your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! Everything else â€” the long, low
styling, the authentic 40 cubic-inch V-twin, the painstaking attention to detail â€” will just plain
knock you out. Big on value and good looks, the V-Star Classic punches way above its weight.
Beautifully chromed and polished cc cubic-inch , air-cooled, SOHC, 2 valves per cylinder, 70
degree, V-twin cranks out torquey low- and mid-range power for smooth cruising performance.
Maximum torque occurs at a low 3, rpm. Wide-ratio, 5-speed transmission ensures extremely
usable, cruiser-friendly power delivery. Transistorized coil ignition means sure starts and
excellent engine performance. It is a no-maintenance design. Classic, side-mounted air cleaner
not only adds to styling but also is easy to service the air filter. Automatic cam chain tensioners
reduce maintenance and mechanical engine noise. Low-maintenance shaft drive provides quiet,
clean, reliable performance with no chain adjustments or splatter. The conversion to
aftermarket mufflers is fast and simple. Stout, large-diameter, double-cradle steel frame is
designed to provide a low seat height with ample rider legroom. Beefy, 41mm front fork with
Road Star-inspired shrouds offers mm 5. Fork shrouds, top triple clamp, and new, one-piece
handlebar holder are chromed for Rear shock is mounted under the engine for that classic,
hardtail look. By positioning the shock low in the chassis, it lowers the centre of gravity for a
light, easy-to-maneuver feel. Single mm front disc brake with twin piston caliper delivers strong,
confidence-inspiring stopping power. Plushly padded, low-profile rider seat provides
exceptional rider comfort. The low mm Full-size rider floorboards with floating rubber inserts
reduce vibration while providing ample legroom for maximum rider comfort. Wide retro-style
handlebars evoke a classic design. Extra wide levers provide a quality feel. Wide front and rear
tires fitted to spoked, chrome wheels combine retro styling with solid handling and traction.
Deeply valanced steel front and rear fenders are both durable and unmistakably classic. Their
steel design means they are easy to customize and paint. Large, litre fuel tank features
class-leading fuel capacity for an extra long cruising range. Beautiful, tank-mounted
speedometer features an odometer and tripmeter displays. From , the speedo features new 3D
speed graduations. Industry-leading, Star Family fit and finish features rich, lustrous paint and
extensive chrome accents creating a machine as stunning as it is powerful. Low-maintenance,
sealed battery ensures reliable, no-hassle starting. Self-cancelling turn signals with stylish, new
white signal lenses. Bungee cord tie-down points near passenger footpegs prevent unwanted

scratches. Home Manufacturer Contact. Make Model. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Air cooled.
Compression Ratio. Digital TCI. Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Front Suspension. Front
Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Adjustable link Monocross. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes.
Single mm disc. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat Height. Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel
Capacity. Feb This left me scrambling for the choke which is located under and towards the rear
of the tank, inside your left leg. There was probably a few bemused drivers watching me
frantically grabbing my crotch trying to get that choke off, wondering what was going on. The
choke is easily accessible off the road, but less so when riding. Having spent two weeks riding
the XVS as my everyday ride, including freeway commutes, twisties, crawling through traffic,
two-up and various photo shoots I was left impressed with this LAMS offering. This is just what
Yamaha had available, but I much prefer the styling of the Custom, with a cleaner and smaller
tail including pillion seat, sporty front guard, and more restrained use of chrome. The Classic
does benefit from nicer mirrors, as the Custom has the relatively ugly square items, with a
tendency to come loose. A mm seat height makes for an inviting perch for riders of almost any
height, especially combined with a low centre of gravity. The air-cooled OHC V-twin powerplant
offers 40hp and Keeping an eye on the speedo will also be most easily done with a half face
helmet, so you can simply glance down with no chin section in the way. Doing so with a full face
helmet requires a lot more head movement. The cc 40 cubic inch V-twin powerplant is small
capacity by cruiser standards, but top of the LAMS cruiser category. The V-Star is as at home in
crawling traffic as it is doing an urban commute or having a cruise through the twisties. Brakes
are basic, with a single disc front and drum rear, however the rear is powerful and capable of
plenty of around-town duties in conjunction with engine braking, and combined the two will
bring the XVS to a relatively rapid stop â€” for a cruiser. Suspension is also basic but does the
job and at around 70kg my main complaint was the rear shock struggling over sharp bumps at
low speed. Cross-laced spoked wheels are a 19in front and 15in rear, and take tubed tyres. The
rear brake is a mm drum system. Standard tyres were good in the dry and offered good grip and
feel when warm, while still providing confidence in the wet conditions we had for some of the
test period. I could lock up the rear if I really tried and get a squeak out of that rear tyre as it
momentarily lost grip, while probably the most noticeable negative feedback I got from the bike
was when it would track along inconsistencies or grooves in the road. The V-Star has strong
torque from down low through the rev range and a five speed gearbox is mainly noticed on the
freeway. With this said the benefits of ABS would be smaller on a machine like this for various
reasons, in comparison to say a regular LAMS sportsbike or nakedbike. Regardless of the
conditions the V-Star offers a relaxed but fun ride, with enough torque to have some fun and get
the blood flowing. Claimed power: 40hp[ Suspension: 41mm aluminium telescopic forks, mm
travel, Link-type rear shock, preload adjustable, 86mm travel. Dimensions: Wheelbase: mm Seat
height: mm Overall height: mm Overall width: mm Overall length: Ground clearance: mm.
Instruments: Tank mounted single analogue dash, speedo, trip meter, indicator, engine, neutral,
highbeam lights. I run this in my Classic all the time with no problems. This literally takes 2
minutes, a 6 inch piece of small hose, a plastic water bottle to catch the fuel which I pour back
into the tank and is no bother at all. I am away from home a minimum of 6 months of the year
every other month and I have never had any problems with the bike starting and running after
adopting this strategy. I did take apart and clean the carbs when I bought the bike and there was
al
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ot of gunk that needed to be dealt with. I routinely take the bowls off occasionally just to check
and have never found any gunk while doing this. When I park the bike before I leave for a month
I top off the tank to prevent rust and water condensation in the fuel. So far it has worked like a
charm. Hi John, thanks for the info. What is it worth? Georgina, they are a very popular and fast
selling bike here in Australia but not sure about the USA. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Bike Reviews Cruiser Yamaha. Share this: Facebook.
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